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Object selection:
● ““Photon“ Photon“  gen-photon (PID=22, stable, has at least one mother particle)→ gen-photon (PID=22, stable, has at least one mother particle)→

  Photon: P
T
 > 55 GeV and |η| < 2.5

  simple isolation cut to increase the possibility that the photon is      
    fragmentation photon or direct photon, rather than comes from        
    pi0 or eta decay.
  

● “Jet”Jet”  gen-jets→  gen-jets→
  → jet cleaning w.r.t. leading-genPhoton (deltaR > 0.5) 

                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5

  1st-Jet: P
T
 > 50 GeV/c, |η| < 2.5

  Di-Jet: both of jets-> P
T
 > 20 GeV/c ,|η| < 2.5

  

 DPS Selection Criteria (GEN) 

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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DPS studyDPS study
Distinguishing variables: 1. The pairing variables S and The pairing variables S and ∆∆SS
                                                2. ∆φ between the dijets
                                                3. The ratio of lead jet and photon E

T 

                                                                                    
4. The ratio of the two jets E

T
 in the di-jets pair.

                                                5. The P
T
 sum of photon+Jet pair and di-jets pair.

                                 6. ∆φ between each jets
                                                7. ∆φ between the photon and the three jets
                                                8. Feynman х dependence and x correlation between 
                                                     photon and the three jets
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           Pairing variable S and deltaS

Use this paring variable to find the best 
combination of photon-jet pair and dijet pair.

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Pure Gen. Level Study
- Gen. isolation cut checking-

Try to see the power of the isolation cut 
in pure Gen. study by studying the dS 
and dPhi distribution of different MCs 
before/after applying cut.
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Gen. isolation cut checking
                    - Pure Gen. level -

QCD

QCD

G-Jet

G-Jet

DPS

DPS
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Gen. isolation cut checking
                    - Pure Gen. level -

The dS and dPhi distribution of QCD changed by the isolation cut for 
the gen-photon. It is also quite reasonable that there is no too much 
difference for the dS and dPhi distribution DPS and photon-jet MCs.

Since most of the selected gen-photons in DPS and photon-jet MCs 
are direct photons, that is, they are very isolated. On the other 
hand, in QCD MCs, before applying the isolation cut, part of selected 
photons come from pi0 or eta decay. So if we don't add the isolation 
cut for gen-photon, we will have a lot of 4jets events in pure gen-
level study. This is not so consistent with our selection for Reco. 
Level , which we want to select 1 photon plus 3 jets as our candidates 
of DPS study.

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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           dS comparison
                   - Pure Gen. vs Reco -

Pure Gen. Level Reco. Level

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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    dPhi (jet2,jet3) comparison
                   - Pure Gen. Vs Reco -

Pure Gen. Level Reco. Level

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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                            CMSSW version: CMSSW_4_2_5
     Correction (Reco->Gen) 

Basically, the performance between Gen. And Reco. level are quite consistent to each 
other for photon+jet and DPS MCs. Ratio (Gen/Reco) is almost around 1 within the 
error). Due to the statistics problem, it's a little hard to show the result of QCD.

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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Generator studyGenerator study
                    - Pythia6. vs Pythia8 -
                        

For the purpose of getting a smoother 
distribution of QCD, which will be used as a 
template for fitting. 
And the statistics of current official py6 
QCD production is 10 times than what we 
have in py8.

 (pure)
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      dS & dPhi comparison
                    - Pythia6. vs Pythia8 -

Almost the same shape

Roughly, we know that the ratio of MPI is much higher in py8 
generator (you can find the event yield in next page)

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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         S_pt comparison
                    - Pythia6. vs Pythia8 -

event yield

QCD MCs Pythia6 pythia8 py6/py8
30to50 2 3 66.67%

50 to 80 147 197 74.62%

80 to 120 913 1457 62.66%

120 to 170 2955 4751 62.20%

170 to 300 6156 10040 61.31%

300 to 470 12443 20495 60.71%

after applying scaling factors

QCD MCs Pythia6 pythia8

30to50 146.50 219.74

50 to 80 1910.94 2560.92

80 to 120 2902.57 4632.04

120 to 170 1370.17 2202.94

170 to 300 597.48 974.44

300 to 470 57.74 95.10

Basically, the QCD performances of py6 and py8 are quite consistent to each other. No 
too much difference. (Other DPS distinguishing variables are also been studied, and 
roughly agree with our prediction.)

http://cmsinfo.cern.ch/
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